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1 Introduction

This work proposes a novel analytical and measurement framework to investigate the bilateral positioning of Italy in the European production network. Differently from the extant literature, we look at employment flows rather than production flows inside input-output relationships, with the aim to detect the ensuing division of labour. We develop an analytical and measurement framework in order to take into account the asymmetric positioning of countries in providing or sourcing labour to and from specific trade partners. In this respect, we make use of employment multipliers matrices. Our starting point of analysis rests on the fact that labour inputs, beyond the sheer number of employees embedded in the intermediary goods delivered, embody collective knowledge and capabilities, that is the set of know-how, tacit rules and accumulated capabilities that are needed in order to operate a given factory and the ensuing production. Therefore, once destined for abroad production, offshoring implies the loss of internal capabilities (Cimoli et al., 2009; Cresti and Virgillito, 2023). Granted this perspective, we build indicators measuring countries’ positioning rather than participation in Global Value Chains (GVCs) in order to encompass the asymmetric loss of productive capabilities that has taken place in the last thirty years in many mature economies, due to the combined interaction of deindustrialization and relocation abroad of manufacturing productions, with some losing and some winning countries.

The extant literature, indeed, tends to consider unconditional benefits from GVC participation, with gains from cost reduction and specialisation in high productive activities for production outflows countries, and gains from spillovers and knowledge complementarities for production inflows countries (Formai and Vergara Caffarelli, 2016; Taglioni and Winkler, 2016; Criscuolo and Timmis, 2017; Jona-Lasinio and Meliciani, 2019; Constantinescu et al., 2019; Pahl and Timmer, 2020; Battiatì et al., 2020; World Development Report, 2020). Differently, we argue that being a net provider versus being a net sourcing country asymmetrically affects the nature of positioning in terms of the overall division of labour. In addition, we deem to characterise the quality of production, distinguishing into hierarchical contents of goods sourced/demanded, given that outsourcing micro-chips is not equivalent to outsourcing potato-chips (Dosi et al., 2021b).

Such trade relationships took place inside a European production network that has seen in the last twenty years the emergence of a dominant core (Germany and other central European economies) and two peripheries (the Mediterranean and the eastern ones). However, the latter peripheries are quite diverse: one, the Mediterranean, which progressively eroded its dominant position; the other, the eastern, progressively ameliorated its positioning in manufacturing production. How does Italy position inside the European structure of trade relationships? How labour bilateral flows have changed over time? Which type of employment activity has been outsourced? Which insourced? Focusing on a three-country perspective, what are the employment bilateral relationships between Italy-Germany-Poland (descending periphery-core-ascending periphery)?

We address the latter questions by taking advantage of evolutionary (Dosi, 1982; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Pavitt, 1984), structuralist (Pasinetti, 1981; Landesmann and Scazzieri, 1996; Andreoni and Scazzieri, 2014) and dependency theories (Prebisch, 1950; Santos, 1970; Gereffi and
Korzeniewicz, 1994). We contribute both to the literature on the fragmentation of labour inside GVCs (Garbellini and Wirkierman, 2014; Baldwin and Lopez-Gonzalez, 2015; Foster-McGregor et al., 2016; Pahl et al., 2019; Bontadini et al., 2022; Fana and Villani, 2022; Wirkierman, 2022; Cresti and Virgillito, 2022) and to the one on the positioning of countries and sectors along GVCs (Koopman et al., 2010; Baldwin and Freeman, 2021).

We adopt the World Input-Output Tables and Socio and Economic Account – both from the 2016 Release of the World Input-Output Database (Timmer et al., 2015) – and construct global employment multipliers matrices for the time span 2000-2014, in the spirit of the evidence proposed by Baker and Lee (1993) and Bivens (2003, 2019) for the US economy. Such matrices contain information on the number of employees activated in every cell (i.e. country-sector) of a given column (i.e. supply chain) for the production of one unit (1 mln USD) of the corresponding column final commodity. We construct matrices for the whole manufacturing sector and matrices for each Pavitt class (Pavitt, 1984). We then build a set of indicators to empirically detect the positioning in terms of development of productive capabilities of Italian manufacturing. We present bilateral backward and forward linkages to show the amount of labour sourced and provided by each country-manufacturing (or country-macrosystems by Pavitt class) to each country-manufacturing, by means of bipartite employment flows networks. Secondly, we construct a synthetic measure of bilateral GVC positioning, defined as the ratio between bilateral backward and forward linkages to account for the net amount of labour sourcing. Lastly, we build a country (or Pavitt) level Bilateral Net Labour Dependence indicator (BNLD), introduced at the disaggregated 2-digit branch level in Cresti and Virgillito (2023).

After accounting for the Italian division of labour inside Europe, we compare it with Germany and Poland. We provide new evidence on the asymmetric relationships that characterise the sourcing and provision of labour (and the embodied knowledge), emerging from the bilateral interdependencies of the countries under study. The classification by Pavitt taxonomy enables the qualification of labour dependence by technological specialisation. Our results read as follows: first, we account for the deep heterogeneity of country strategic positioning in GVCs, on the basis of the type of productive activities (and the embedded capabilities) kept in-house or alternatively offshored; second, we are able to characterise Germany as a core country not only in terms of overall export activity as usually done, but in terms of the composition and partners of employment relationships. In a similar vein, the ascending East Visegrad area is turning from a weak to a strong periphery in terms of total insourcing of manufacturing activities. However, the Pavitt Taxonomy highlights that the eastern ascending periphery is acquiring a dominant positioning largely in terms of lower technological-embedding productions, while room for upgrading into specialised activities, like pharma or microprocessors, is still absent. Third, adopting a geographical perspective, dependence flows from northern countries are declining, while those from eastern countries are becoming progressively more and more important. A similar descending pattern characterises southern countries, while central countries maintained their position as relatively stable. Clearly, the massive entry of China and the recomposition of the international division of labour in the
global production network is the elephant in the room. Overall, we provide evidence of the reconfiguration of Italy as falling into the trap of GVC downgrading, with an increasing number of trade relationships in employment requirements, particularly in the most strategic productions, as insourced from abroad. The offshoring strategy conducted so far has resulted in a weakening of its internal production capacity and employment absorption, even more harshly when compared to other European countries.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we review the literature assessing the European fragmentation of production and dependence relationships therein, together with a focus on the Italian participation in such value chains. Section 3 proposes a novel analytical and measurement framework to address the path of participation of countries in GVCs and dependence relationships therein. Section 4 presents our results, while in Section 5 we draw some concluding remarks and future extensions.

2 What is known from the extant literature

2.1 European Core-Periphery structure

The literature on Global Value Chains (GVCs) has shown that since the 1990s, the liberalization of trade and reduction in transportation costs have led to a shift from trade in final products to trade in intermediaries, known as the so-called “globalization second unbundling” (Baldwin, 2011). This paradigm shift has affected countries’ specialisation patterns in multiple ways. The increased flexibility and modularity of the production process have allowed for greater fragmentation of manufacturing, leading to far-reaching consequences not only for the geography of production, which has become increasingly dispersed (Antràs and de Gortari, 2020) but also for the international division of labour (Timmer et al., 2019) and countries’ specialisation patterns therein (Bontadini et al., 2022).

These considerations become even more relevant in the European context where the expansion of a common market has accelerated fragmentation tendencies and exacerbated the effects of such integration schemes, particularly since the entry of the Visegrad countries in 2004, the ascending European factory. The relevance of the changing geography of production in the European trade network, revealing an imbalance in the integration patterns across countries has been a subject matter (Simonazzi et al., 2013; Stöllinger et al., 2013; Celi et al., 2018; Gräbner et al., 2020). Stollinger (2016) highlights that the rapid integration of eastern countries in central European GVCs has led to a growing dependence on external capital and technologies. This has resulted in the emergence of a “manufacturing divide” in Europe, where the manufacturing core benefits from GVCs’ involvement, while other peripheral European states experience an acceleration of the ongoing deindustrialization process. Indeed, on a worldwide long-term perspective, Dosi et al. (2022) show that the quality of specialisation, and especially the technological content of production, is likely to affect average growth, volatility and, most importantly, duration of growth episodes. Therefore, the very first question is how long it is sustainable a core-periphery pattern for both
core and peripheral countries. It goes without saying that such core-periphery divergences might be further amplified by the Covid-19 crisis and the war in Ukraine, as the literature is already suggesting (Celi et al., 2020, 2022; Ceron and Palermo, 2022).

Considering the core, Germany has leveraged its technological capabilities to gain a central position in the European trade network, benefiting from productive synergies with emerging eastern countries. This implied the outsourcing of manufacturing to emerging European countries, reorienting internal production toward specialisation in high-technology and knowledge-intensive segments, significantly reducing the internal unit labour costs and at the same time specialising in so-called “good jobs” (Lehndorff et al., 2009; Marin, 2010).

The eastward expansion of European trade and productive integration has seen a contextual decline in trade flows between the core European countries and the northern and southern areas. While some southern countries, including Italy, continue to play a significant role in European value chains, some northern countries, such as Great Britain, have experienced the sharpest decline in manufacturing integration, hampered by their long-standing hyper-deindustrialization tendency, already noted by Rowthorn (1986), resulting into a massive shift to a service-based economy well before the European monetary union.

The extent to which countries like Italy, France and the UK have changed their position in the geography of the European production network is however motivated by different productive and integration strategies. Specifically, countries such as Germany and other core European states opted for a pattern of strategic delocalisation, keeping domestically high-value added stages of production, such as conceptualization, development and marketing, maintaining control over domestic supply chains while stimulating domestic employment (Bundesbank, 2011), although internally fragmented into a dual labour market characterised by an increasing fraction of low-quality jobs, even within manufacturing thanks to “opening” clauses (Jäger et al., 2022).

On the contrary, peripheral southern European countries, with Italy being the most prominent example, pursued a different integration strategy by favouring penetration from core countries' value chains in strategic productions at the cost of relocating most of the domestic processes abroad, including high-knowledge-intensive ones (Cresti and Virgillito, 2022). However, this strategy had several negative outcomes, including the inability to manage and control GVCs particularly in sectors like automotive (Gaddi and Garbellini, 2021) and pharma, increasing exposure to external shocks, and ultimately heightened cost competition due to the eastward European expansion. As a result, countries like Italy that opted for wage compression strategies and outsourcing rather than technological strategic competition (Dosi et al., 2015) lost both productive capabilities and strategic positioning into GVCs.

Notably, although the theory of comparative advantages would predict benefits from all trading partners, one might argue that, if not for southern countries, delocalization strategies might have played a positive effect on the eastern periphery. These countries, which are at a lower stage of specialisation, have benefited from their geographical proximity to Germany and have been able to enter German production chains and acquire more advanced technology. In addition, given their
ex-ante initial conditions of development, wage compression policies might have come at cost of
gaining in export-led growth. However, Riccio et al. (2022) have shown that the appropriation of
benefits for workers, that is the labour share along GVCs has experienced a dramatic collapse, even
harsher than the corresponding horizontal/sector level one. According to their results, GVCs have
largely benefited capital, and this is even more true in emerging economies, like Visegrad countries
and Mexico.

Then, who did actually benefit from the new geography of production? According to the smile
curve literature, GVCs participation tends to favour task specialisation, with core countries spec-
cialising in high-value-added and knowledge-intensive segments of the production process, while
developing and peripheral countries are left with more routine-intensive and low-value-added oc-
cupations (Timmer et al., 2019; Stöllinger, 2021; Mudambi, 2008). Advancing on this line, Riccio
et al. (2022) show that such specialisation strategies, while allowing emerging countries to ac-
cess advanced countries’ GVCs, impede diversification patterns and wage upgrading within GVCs,
leading to negative consequences for domestic demand creation, technological capability accumu-
alation and, ultimately, for functional income distribution. Therefore, smile curve specialisation
tendencies result in short-term productive benefits for the eastern capital owners at the expense
of long-term structural convergence and increased dependence on the core (Pavlínek, 2020). For
southern Europe, being downgraded to input suppliers has led to a greater foreign dependence
and to a worsening in productive specialisation, together with the quality of available jobs (Cori-
celli and Wörgötter, 2012). Overall, the very gaining segment from GVCs integration looks to be
capital-owners (Riccio and Virgillito, 2023).

And, on the opposite, who have been the losers from GVCs? The literature has shown that
opportunities from “social upgrading”, extensively defined as “good jobs” (Milberg and Winkler,
2011; Rodrik, 2018), are dramatically lacking in the periphery. In a recent study, Bontadini et al.
(2022) examined the evolving employment structure within European production networks and
found that the integration in GVCs exacerbates pre-existing asymmetries, not only in sectoral spe-
cialisation but also in the occupational structure. These results match with an increased wage
inequality between the core and peripheries, together with a widespread tendency of labour share
decline along the value chain (Riccio et al., 2022). Riccio and Virgillito (2023), focusing on func-
tional specialisation deriving from GVCs, show that across four occupational segments of the labour
force (managerial, R&D, marketing and production), while the overall labour share declines, the
most losing category are production workers, in all countries under study.

2.2 Italy within European GVCs

Within the European production network, Italy represents an interesting case study. Although
the country still remains the second largest manufacturer in Europe after Germany, the Italian
productive structure has gone through massive deindustrialization – in terms of hours worked
and value added – and offshoring phenomena, resulting in declining manufacturing production,
ensuing weakened employment absorption capacity, and productive capabilities losses (Gallino,
From a firm-level perspective, a polarization in productivity and innovation dynamics is increasingly documented, with emerging attributes of dualism within the internal productive structure, between a few technologically advanced firms (gazelles) and the majority of less dynamic and low-tech firms (turtles) (Bugamelli et al., 2018; Costa et al., 2021; Dosi et al., 2021a). Firm-level studies on Italian GVC participation (Accetturo et al., 2011; Giunta et al., 2012; Agostino et al., 2016; Accetturo and Giunta, 2018) register a considerable heterogeneity in firms participation, in a context of overall stronger involvement when compared to Spain, France and Germany. In addition, the majority of Italian firms are suppliers (while in other countries this incidence is lower) that often operate in less profitable, intermediate stages of GVCs (Agostino et al., 2016). This is in line with the evidence connecting the “bad” positioning in GVCs and the performance gap between Italian and German firms during the recession. The low incidence of final producers displays another weakness, which is the lack of key players governing the chain through activities located at the beginning (e.g. R&D activity) or at the end (e.g. sales and after-sales services) of the production process, representing the high-value added phases according to the smile curve hypothesis (Meng et al., 2020; Baldwin and Ito, 2021; Stöllinger, 2021).

From an input-output interdependence perspective, Italy has experienced a general weakening of its industrial development capacity accompanied by a rapidly evolving integration between manufacturing and services (Di Berardino, 2017; Di Berardino and Onesti, 2021). By taking advantage of the Pavitt Taxonomy (Pavitt, 1984), Di Berardino and Onesti (2021) showed that the major contraction in employment has been recorded in Suppliers Dominated manufacturing subsystems and that countries like Italy and Spain are mainly specialised in Suppliers Dominated and Specialised Suppliers subsystems, while German and French industrial systems depend more on Scale Intensive and Science Based productions, respectively. Cresti and Virgillito (2022) confirmed the weak specialisation strategy, with a growing production concentration in low-tech industries and in services, by adopting an employment multipliers approach. They also detected a tendency of increasing offshoring of labour in Science Based productions after the 2008 crisis, and dependence on high-tech inputs from abroad. In fact, overall, the Italian manufacturing sectors show a high level of GVC participation and deep integration, with many firms acting as suppliers of intermediates for Germany (Simonazzi et al., 2013; Borin and Mancini, 2016; Celi et al., 2018; Gaddi and Garbellini, 2016; Giovannetti and Marvasi, 2021). However, Italy holds an intermediate positioning in GVCs, presenting strong linkages both upstream and downstream (Giovannetti and Marvasi, 2021).

Notwithstanding eventual downgrading paths, the GVCs literature has mainly focused on purported benefits for economic upgrading of emerging countries, while less attention has been devoted to the possibility of GVC traps leading to economic downgrading for advanced countries. In the following, we provide a measurement and conceptual framework to put forward the case of Italy and the trap of GVC downgrading in which it is falling.
3 An analytical and measurement framework to assess downgrading traps and dependence relationships

The focus on employment multipliers assumes that labour requirements in production networks embody a flow of knowledge. According to the evolutionary tradition and the capability-based theory of the firm, knowledge is primarily embodied in organizational routines and problem-solving capabilities developed and accumulated by workers, thanks to learning-by-doing (or -using) processes (Rosenberg, 1982; Dosi, 1982; Dosi and Nelson, 2010). Knowledge is not only based on individual know-how but primarily on collective organizational routines. It is therefore a hidden dimension, not easy to be measured, differently from employment flows. Taking advantage of the structuralist approach on industrial interdependencies (Pasinetti, 1981; Scazzeri, 1990; Andreoni and Scazzeri, 2014), we consider labour-embodied knowledge as a flow variable spreading throughout the production networks, both locally and globally. Knowledge flows follow the directions of the international fragmentation of production. Tracking knowledge flows incorporated into units of employees enables tracking the geography of the international division of labour, which captures the number of employees in a country-industry performing activities directed toward the production of a final good in another country-industry of the world. The division of labour might be fragmented into domestic chains or into global chains, therefore, employment multipliers allow to capture offshoring and outsourcing of labour at 2-digit level. Input-Output analysis (Leontief, 1941) allows measuring such fragmentation of production networks and division of labour considering vertically integrated sectors which resemble global supply chains.

Once we define the division of labour as the division of knowledge embodied therein, we can also assess the positioning of countries and industries into such fragmentation. Taking advantage of the dependency and world-system theories (Prebisch, 1950; Santos, 1970; Wallerstein, 1974; Gereffi and Korzeniewicz, 1990; Gereffi, 1994), we study the patterns of dependence and asymmetric positioning of countries. The idea is that there is no natural way to be involved in GVCs, but it is rather a matter of strategic or non-strategic positioning, which entails an assessment of which productive activities are kept in-house and which others are offshored. Since the most important productive input is labour, as it embodies tacit knowledge, routines and learning capacities - in short, capabilities - understanding whether a country is more or less dependent on labour activities performed abroad becomes crucially important.

Finally, in order to assess the quality of knowledge flows, we merge country-subsystems into four macro-categories, according to the Pavitt (1984) taxonomy. The latter is a macro-sectoral classification that groups productive sectors into four classes characterised by different technological attributes, internal learning processes and heterogeneous positioning along value chains. Such taxonomy is distinguished into:

- Science Based industries (e.g. Pharmaceutical), whose technological progresses are strongly linked to those of basic and applied research.
- Specialised Suppliers (e.g. Machinery and Equipment) provide capital tools and components
to a large spectrum of downstream sectors. Learning relies on innovative efforts both through formal expenditures on R&D and tacit knowledge in the design of artefacts and customization.

- Scale Intensive (e.g. Automotive), in which innovation capabilities arise from technological adoption of capital inputs and ability to internally develop complex products. Learning is cumulative and its effect is amplified by scale economies, also thanks to the production of basic materials, services and consumer durables.

- Suppliers Dominated industries (e.g. Textile) in which innovation and learning depend on intermediate and capital goods purchased from other sectors.

In the following, we shall look at the positioning of country-macrosystems in terms of labour dependence, disentangling the quality of knowledge flows by Pavitt Taxonomy. The joint analysis of positioning and quality of embodied knowledge flows will allow detecting patterns of upgrading or, on the opposite, downgrading.

### 3.1 Data and variables

We take symmetric global industry-by-industry Input-Output tables, usually called $Z$ in Input-Output Analysis, from the World Input-Output Database (WIOD) (Timmer et al., 2015), which includes, together with the World Input-Output Tables (WIOT), also the Socio and Economic Account (SEA) dataset providing variables at 2-digit level of aggregation (NACE Rev. 2 classification) as employment, value added, gross fixed capital formation, labour compensation and so on. WIOD (2016 Release) is available for the period 2000-2014, for 43 countries (plus one Rest of the World) and 56 sectors. We use the number of persons engaged as employment variable, $l$, gross output $x$ and matrix $Z$ transformed in the Leontief Inverse, to construct a global employment multipliers matrix, from which we exclude RoW (Rest of the World) since SEA does not contain available information on sectoral variables of interest as employment. We end up with a 2408x2408 matrix, one for each available year. In Table 1 we list the variables of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>I-O Matrix of intermediate deliveries</td>
<td>WIOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Vector of sectoral final demand</td>
<td>WIOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Vector of sectoral gross output</td>
<td>SEA (or WIOT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Vector of sectoral employment</td>
<td>SEA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Notation in matrix form

### 3.2 Employment Multipliers and Bilateral Net Labour Dependence measures

We take advantage of a measure of bilateral net labour dependence firstly proposed in Cresti and Virgillito (2023). The indicator relies on the construction of vertically integrated employment coefficients (Pasinetti, 1973; Momigliano and Siniscalco, 1982) or matrices of employment multipliers...
(Baker and Lee, 1993; Bivens, 2003), capturing the number of employees activated in every supply
chain to produce one unit of the final good at the end of the chain.

Starting from the Leontief Inverse matrix, it is computed from available I-O tables after a few
algebraic transformations of the initial matrix \( Z \) of intermediate deliveries and matrix \( A \) of direct
inter-industry coefficients, post-multiplying \( Z \) by the inverse of the diagonal matrix of sectoral
output \( \hat{x} \).\(^1\) Matrix \( A \) is used to solve the accounting equations, describing the economic system
composed of \( N \) industries, each producing a homogeneous good, represented as a vector of gross
output \( x \) which equals a vector of intermediate production \( Z i \) (with \( i \) as a vector of 1s) and a
vector of final demand \( d \):

\[
\begin{align*}
  x &= Z i + d \\
  x &= A x + d 
\end{align*}
\]

Solving by \( x \) yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
  (I - A) x &= d \\
  x &= (I - A)^{-1} d
\end{align*}
\]

The Leontief Inverse matrix is given by:

\[
L = (I - A)^{-1} \tag{1}
\]

With \( I \) representing the identity matrix and assuming that the inverse of \((I - A)\) exists.
Considering \( N \) industries with \( i, j = 1, \ldots, N \), every \( l_{i,j} \) element of the standard Leontief matrix
\((L = (I - A)^{-1})\) captures the direct and indirect requirements of increased output of industry \( i \)
needed to produce one additional unit of final good in industry \( j \). These steps allow the construction
of the matrix of direct and indirect contributions of labour inputs of each industry to produce one
more unit of final good:

\[
E = \hat{\ell} \hat{x}^{-1} L \tag{2}
\]

Where \( \hat{\ell} \) is the diagonal matrix of sectoral employment, divided by \( \hat{x} \), the diagonal matrix of
sectoral output, results in a diagonal matrix of technical labour coefficients. Each cell of matrix
\( E \) captures the so-called employment multiplier, i.e. the number of employees activated in each
country-industry of the supply chain – also known as subsystem or vertically integrated sector –
by a fixed amount of final demand (in our case 1 mln USD).

\( E \) is a 2408x2408 country-industry x country-subsystem matrix (56 economic branches by 43
countries), built for every year from 2000 to 2014. It represents our main source of information
which can be summarised in two ways: by summing over columns (rows) we get the so-called forward
(backward) linkages indicating the number of employees provided (required) in intermediate input

\(^1\)The hat over variables stands for the transformation from vector to the diagonalized matrix.
flows. In matrix form, we can compute the backward and forward employment multipliers in each column or row of a generic matrix $E$ in the following way:

$$m(e)^{\text{Backward}} = i' E \quad m(e)^{\text{Forward}} = E i$$

Or, in alternative notation:

$$m(e)^{\text{Backward}}_{jk} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{c=1}^{m} e_{ic,jk} \quad m(e)^{\text{Forward}}_{ic} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{m} e_{ic,jk}$$

Where $(j, k)$ is a generic subsystem-country unit (column identifier), while $(i, c)$ stands for the industry-country unit (row identifier).

After having constructed the global employment multipliers matrix, we adopt $E$ to analyse bilateral industry/subsystem trade between each pair of countries, by considering only manufacturing branches. In order to aggregate them for each country-industry (rows) and country-subsystem (columns), we weigh each element of the chain by the corresponding effective final demand (left aside from the construction of the employment multiplier matrix). We then select European countries and end up with another square matrix called $E^M$ of 27 x 27, where each row/column represents the entire manufacturing sector of a country.\(^2\) Secondly, we construct a second aggregation matrix by Pavitt Class, disaggregating the entire country-manufacturing system into four macro-subsystems. We define this matrix of dimension 108 x 108 as $E^P$ (4 classes for each of the 27 countries).

Each element of $E^M$ represents linkages between two manufacturing country-subsystems. Columns (or value chains) represent backward bilateral linkages between a given final production stage of country $j$ and each manufacturing supplier located in the remaining $N-1$ countries. Rows, forward bilateral linkages, represent employees provided by a given manufacturing supplier country to each of the European final-stage manufacturing countries.

By merging the two dimensions, columns and rows, we construct a measure of GVC positioning, in the spirit of Koopman et al. (2010) and Baldwin and Freeman (2021). This indicator informs about the number of employees that each country-manufacturing $c$ sources from country-manufacturing $k$ (backward) net of the number of employees that $c$ provides to $k$ (forward). It is therefore a bilateral measure between two countries:

$$\text{GVC positioning}^M_{c;k} = \frac{\text{backward bilateral}_{c;k}}{\text{forward bilateral}_{c;k}}$$

In the case of matrix $E^P$, we remove the Pavitt disaggregation from the partner country. That is, we consider the net labour dependence of each domestic Pavitt class from the entire foreign manufacturing sector, and similarly, the provision of the domestic Pavitt class to the entire foreign manufacturing.\(^3\) Hence, the indicator of GVC positioning, which defines the dependence of Pavitt

---

\(^2\)By excluding Malta and Luxembourg – considered as outliers – we end up with 27 countries that are listed in Table 4 in the Appendix.

\(^3\)As a result, matrix $E^P$ takes dimensions 27 x 108 when we compute backward bilateral linkages and 108 x 27 for determining forward ones.
class $i$ in country $c$ from manufacturing labour inputs in country $k$ (backward), net of the number of labour inputs that class $i$ in country $c$ provides to manufacturing in country $k$ (forward), reads as:

$$GVC \text{ positioning}^P_{i,c;k} = \frac{\text{backward bilateral}_{i,c;k}}{\text{forward bilateral}_{i,c;k}}$$

(4)

Taking into account all bilateral relations ($n - 1$, as $n$ is the number of countries), the Bilateral Net Labour Dependence (BNLD) of the manufacturing sector of country $c$ reads as:

$$BNLD^M_c = \ln \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} GVC \text{ positioning}_{c;k} \right)$$

(5)

while, for class $i$ in country $c$ as:

$$BNLD^P_{i,c} = \ln \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} GVC \text{ positioning}_{i,c;k} \right)$$

(6)

We compute them for each European country-manufacturing and country-macrosubsystem (Pavitt) pair. Finally, to account for the geographical areas, we group the GVC Positioning indicator $BNLD^M_c$ by northern, central, southern and eastern European clusters.

The four indicators incorporate all bilateral GVC positioning in the European division of labour, defined by the matrices of employment multipliers aggregated at broad manufacturing or Pavitt class level, by a single country or by geographical areas. BNLD accounts for the net dependence from foreign labour, defining whether a unit of analysis (country, country-macrosubsystem, geographical area) is requiring more labour than the amount it provides. Hence, it captures asymmetric (dominant vs. dependent) positioning in GVCs, i.e. weak or strong ties in the European division of labour. If BNLD increases it might be due to an overall rise in backward bilateral flows or to an overall decline in forward bilateral flows (or both). The former means that more labour is required, and the latter that more labour is provided. As a result, an increase in BNLD accounts for increasing net dependence on foreign labour, and, correspondingly, to domestic employment units not activated by domestic productions.

4 Italy within the European production network

In this section, we present our results analysing the Italian positioning in the European division of labour, in Subsection 4.1 and then, in a comparative perspective with the core (Germany) and an ascending periphery (Poland) in Subsection 4.2.

4.1 The division of labour and downgrading trap

In this subsection, we study the cross-sectional and temporal patterns of the proposed indicators. We start first with backward and forward bilateral linkages and we then move to positioning indicators. Our reference points are in(out) European flows to(from) Italy. We will present results
at the Pavitt class level, to inform about quality of dependence, and at the geographical cluster level to inform about the geography of the division of labour.

In Figure 1, we show the joint distribution of backward and forward linkages between Italian manufacturing by Pavitt classes (macro-subsystem) and European (manufacturing) countries. For each linkage (forward or backward) between Italy and a European trading country, we plot four dots, each representing an Italian Pavitt class. For instance, we can measure the bilateral backward linkage (x-axis) between the Italian Specialised Suppliers class and German manufacturing, i.e. the number of employees activated in German manufacturing to produce one unit of final good of Italian Specialised Suppliers industries (macro-subsystem), as required labour inputs. Symmetrically, we can measure the bilateral forward linkage (y-axis) between the two same units, i.e. the number of employees in Italian Specialised Suppliers industries which are activated by one unit of final production by German manufacturing, as provided labour inputs. Points on the bisector represent a GVC Positioning indicator equal to 1. Dots above the bisector show forward linkages higher than backward ones (GVC Positioning < 1), for each bilateral flow; the opposite holds for points below the bisector (GVC Positioning > 1). Among all European countries, Germany is the only one recording higher backward rather than forward linkages (below the bisector) for all Italian Pavitt Classes and such provision in terms of labour input requirements shows a higher imbalance for Science Based and Specialised Suppliers classes, the two most strategic classes. All remaining country-macrosubsystems are above the bisector, indicating forward higher than backward linkages. The majority of points are distributed in an area of relatively low imbalance between forward vis-à-vis backward linkages, while Slovenia displays the highest forward connections with Italian Scale Intensive and Specialised Suppliers productions. Germany is the only country with which Italy has a GVC Positioning greater than 1, meaning that all four classes require more labour than the amount they provide to German manufacturing as a whole. The evidence so far is already a first mark of the downgrading hypothesis, particularly in the most complex production processes. The Figure in addition presents the histogram and kernel density distributions of forward (y-axis, right-hand side of the plot) and backward (x-axis, top side of the plot) linkages for each Pavitt class. Notably, the distributions of backward linkages are more similar across classes, and dominated by the modal attribute of Germany, while forward linkages distributions are more distinct across Pavitt classes, which, in turn, drive the different patterns of GVC Positioning per Pavitt class. Specifically, Scale Intensive and Specialised Suppliers industries, the two intermediate classes, are those recording the highest forward linkages toward other European economies, while Science Based industries are the least (forward) providing classes.

Overall, the best GVC positioning of Italian productions – i.e. where forward linkages mostly overcome backward ones (although with a relatively small advantage) – is in Scale Intensive, followed by Specialised Suppliers industries. Taking the magnitudes of both linkages as a proxy of the intensity of traded inputs, beyond Germany, countries with intensive trade flows are France, Poland, and excluding relationships emerge in absolute terms, at constant demand level for all countries (1 mln USD), and exclusively inform about technical coefficients of production.
the Czech Republic, and Romania, the latter three representing the post-Visegrad European GVCs phase.

Figure 1: Italian Manufacturing Forwards and Backward linkages in the European Division of Labour in 2014.

The bipartite employment network representation of Italy’s backward and forward linkages with European countries (distinguished by Pavitt classes) is presented in Figure 2. The bipartite structure of the network allows for assessing the asymmetric relationships between different nodes, according to the nature of the flow (inward or outward). It provides a synthetic picture of the relative importance of each bilateral exchange, coupling the information with a quality characterisation of the flows by Pavitt classes, and a composition figure in terms of shares of total inputs demanded/provided by each class. The left-hand side of the network shows backward bilateral linkages flowing into each Italian Pavitt class as macrosystems. The share of each four macrosystems for Italy (each of a different colour), and the country-level employment manufacturing shares for the remaining countries are indicated in each bar. In line with previous evidence, Germany (DEU) is responsible for the highest share of employment provision (30%) to Italian manufacturing. Such share is almost equally provided across the four classes except for Suppliers Dominated (SD). Notably, the highest dependent class in terms of labour inputs is Specialised Suppliers (SS), where the country used to have a historical specialisation and now losing independence
in production, therefore downgrading its internal capacity. The right-hand side of the network presents the symmetric outflow dynamics, with forward linkages from each Italian Pavitt class to European manufacturing across countries. As already detected, forward linkages are more scattered across countries, without a clear preferential partnership in traded employment flows. In terms of providing industries, again Specialised Suppliers (SS) peaks, while Science Based (SB) industries represent the lowest share of input provided. Comparing backward and forward linkages a clear pattern emerges: while there is a dependence on German production in all classes, there is no clear trading partner to which Italian productions are specifically sold. This evidence represents a second element corroborating the downgrading hypothesis.

In order to better assess the downgrading hypothesis, we turn into a dynamic analysis in Figure 3 where we present the growth of in(out) labour flows from 2000 to 2014, and of the ensuing growth in GVC Positioning. An increase in GVC Positioning indicator stands for the deterioration of Italy’s industrial capacity in terms of bilateral net labour provision, i.e. more labour is required than the amount provided. The European map groups countries according to an ex-ante segmentation in three equally-spaced intervals of variation. The grouping results in nine classes based on the annual compound growth rate of backward and forward linkages levels, distinct by different colours. Pink-purple countries record forward linkages out-weighting backward ones. On the opposite, blue-grey countries record backward linkages out-weighting forward ones. The analysis is repeated for each Pavitt class. The four maps present different colour gradations, informing about the distinct ongoing dynamics. Finally, we also plot, by means of size-weighting coloured dots, changes in GVC Positioning, with blue dots for negative changes and red dots for positive ones. Starting with the dynamics by Pavitt classes, Specialised Suppliers and Science Based, the productions that entail more complex activities, are those recording first, higher variations in growth dynamics and, second, overall deterioration of the positioning indicator, as shown by the many big red dots. This means that, overall, backward linkages have been growing more than forward ones, or alternatively, forward linkages have been decreasing. Indeed while Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, and Hungary record medium/high backward increases vis-à-vis medium/high forward increases, countries like Spain, Greece, and Romania record an increase in the indicator mostly because of absent forward linkages. In contrast, the decrease in the positioning indicator is relevant in the least complex productions, Scale Intensive and Suppliers Dominated industries, with the former recording the lowest level of variation meaning that, given the intensity in the colour map, backward and forward flows have been moving hand in hand. However, also in this case a form of country clustering, with an ascending periphery-core-descending periphery structure, applies. Forward linkages increase more than backward particularly toward northern countries, France and Spain, while backward linkages increase more than forward in the ascending Visegrad and in the central core. Overall, the analysis has revealed first, the new geography of the Italian division of labour and the ascending role assumed by the eastern cluster. In addition, this cluster looks to be well integrated in terms of a variety of production flows, with intense reciprocal employment flows in all classes. Finally, the least integrated countries with Italy, or alternatively, the least involved
Figure 2: Bipartite network of Backward and Forward Bilateral linkages. On the left: flows of employees activated in all manufacturing industries of European supplier countries in 2014 in order to produce 1 mln USD of Italian (ITA) Final stage manufacturing goods distinguished by Pavitt classes; On the right: flows of employees provided by Italian (ITA) Pavitt classes in manufacturing as supplier country to all final stage European countries in 2014 in order to produce 1 mln USD of the final commodity in their manufacturing subsystems.
Table 2: Italy Bilateral Net Labour dependence. The left panel shows the BNLD of Italian Pavitt classes with respect to European countries as a whole (in level and variation). The right panel shows the BNLD of Italian manufacturing as a whole with respect to four European regions (in level and variation).

Table 2 presents the variation of the BNLD indicators, one aggregated for each subsystem at the Pavitt class level across all European countries, $E^P$, and the other aggregated at the manufacturing subsystem level, $E^M$, distinct across geographical areas, split into pre-and post-crisis periods, including the initial level in 2000. Starting with Pavitt classes’ dynamics, in 2000 Scale Intensive industries registered the lowest value of BNLD, while Science Based accounted for the highest magnitude. Until 2007, all Pavitt classes show a declining trend, but after the crisis and till 2014, Specialised Suppliers and Science Based industries record a reverse of the trend, demanding more labour inputs than providing them. This evidence is in line with the increasing offshoring tendencies taking place in such industries as a restructuring process, after the 2008 crisis (Cresti and Virgillito, 2022), and contextually of the downgrading GVC trap already discussed. The changing geography of production sees central Europe, toward which Italy records the highest level of labour input dependence at the beginning, an opposing pre- and post-crisis dynamics, confirming however its core position along the period. The clear ascending role of the eastern periphery is more marked in the pre-crisis period but keeps ongoing in the post-crisis one, with increasing dependence in both periods. Northern and southern countries record a negative variation in the post-crisis period, signalling the relatively less dependent position of Italy toward them, while the pre-crisis phase was characterised by a higher dependence from the South. However, rather than the opposite dominant position of Italy as a net provider of inputs, considering the low-intensity flows, this group of countries is characterised by weak trading relationships in manufacturing goods.

4.2 Italy, Poland and Germany: a comparison between two peripheries and a core

In order to provide a comparative perspective of the different strategic positioning of countries in GVCs, we present in this Subsection a comparison among the positioning of Italy, which we define as a descending periphery, whose downgrading patterns have been documented so far, the German core, and an ascending periphery, that is Poland. The choice of these two countries is motivated by the intensity of bilateral relationships with Italy emerging from Figure 2. Figure 4 proposes a three-country bipartite network representation in 2014 of manufacturing bilateral linkages, with
Figure 3: Italian Forwards and Backward linkages Compound Annual Growth Rate in the European Production Network divided by Pavitt classes. Each distribution is divided into 3 equally-spaced groups forming 9 clusters. The blue and red dots refer to respectively negative and positive GVC positioning changes. The size of the dots is proportional to changes in absolute values.
backward linkages (in)flowing from European countries to Germany, Italy and Poland, on the left panel, and with forward linkages (out)flowing from them towards the rest of European countries, on the right panel. Colours reflect distinct pairs of bilateral trades, given the three countries of reference. The Figure allows for studying the different positioning of countries. Germany positions itself as a net labour input provider, a dominant country, with 54% of forward linkages versus 34% of backward ones. Poland, on the opposite, presents the highest level of inflows (40%) but also a notable share of outflows (25%), positioning however as a net labour-dependent country. Italy is the country presenting the most balanced inflows (25%) vs outflows (21%), but still with a net dominant labour input dependence. Labour inputs required by Germany come from Czech Republic (11%), Italy (9%) and Poland (8%), while the latter demands 22% of its labour inputs from Germany itself. For Italy, beyond Germany, France and Poland are the top suppliers. Finally, beyond Germany, Czech Republic and Italy are the largest providers of labour inputs to Poland. Moving to forward linkages, there is no leading country as a labour input receiver, with scattered shares. Germany provides a significant amount of labour to Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia. Meanwhile, Italy’s largest share of forward linkages goes to Slovenia and then equally provides inputs to a series of other countries. Poland supplies mainly Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia and Slovakia hinting at a regional value chain emerging in the Visegrad area. Therefore, while Germany and Poland do present more specific and structured European chains, particularly in forward dimensions, Italy looks to be in a weak position, with clear labour input providers, but with scattered buyers. The lack of a dominant forward positioning versus specific countries, also considering the relatively tiny share of forward linkages when compared to Germany and Poland, is the nth evidence in favour of the downgrading trap.

Taking advantage of the temporal dimension, Figure 5 compares GVC Positioning among Germany, Italy and Poland, with respect to each European partner. Each bar registers the variation from 2000 to 2014, and partner countries are ranked according to such variations. Values below zero indicate a decreasing GVC Positioning. The opposite holds for values above zero. A common geographical pattern emerges across the three countries of reference, with relatively less relevance of the northern area, and higher relevance of the eastern one. Central Europe, the core, maintains an overall steady positioning as a cluster. More nuanced are southern countries, such as Portugal and Greece, which however display growing dynamics mostly because of the low initial integration level and a relatively faster increase in backward vis-à-vis forward linkages, as per Figures 2 and 3 in the Italian case.

Figures 6 and 7 offer a complementary time series perspective on BNLD by Pavitt classes and for the whole manufacturing by geographical areas. In line with the evidence presented so far, Germany shows on average lower labour dependence followed by Italy and Poland. This ordering reflects the size of their manufacturing sector. Notably, Italy and Poland lowest dependence rates are in Scale Intensive productions, while for Germany, it is in Science Based industries. On the contrary, Science Based industries are the most outward dependent for Italy and Poland. In terms of dynamics, we observe an overall improvement in BNLD in Poland and Germany. Interestingly,
Figure 4: Bipartite network of Backward and Forward Bilateral linkages. On the left: flows of employees activated in all manufacturing industries of European supplier countries in 2014 in order to produce 1 mln USD of German (DEU), Italian (ITA) and Polish (POL) final manufacturing goods; On the right: flows of employees provided by German (DEU), Italian (ITA) and Polish (POL) manufacturing branch as supplier countries to all European countries in 2014 in order to produce 1 mln USD of the final commodity in their manufacturing subsystems.
most of Poland’s decline in its dependence on the European trade network happens in the pre-crisis period, whereas in Germany after the 2008 crisis. In contrast, Italy witnesses a general static behaviour in its BNLDs, considering the range of variation, with the only exception being the Scale Intensive class which steadily improves its positioning. Overall, Poland has the best BNLD performance dynamics among the three countries, as it converges to Italian levels in all four Pavitt classes at a very high pace, in line with the ascending periphery attribute. On the opposite, Italy loses production autonomy, particularly in Science Based productions, in line with the descending periphery attribute.

Looking at the geographical dimension in Figure 7, all three countries increase their bilateral net dependence with respect to eastern Europe, while the northern cluster becomes less and less relevant throughout the whole period. Central Europe, the core, remains mostly flat, with only a slight downward trend in Poland and Germany, meaning an increased reliance of these countries on core countries’ inputs, reinforcing regional value chains. Notably, the dependence on the central core is the highest for Poland and Italy, the two opposing peripheries. For Italy, the southern cluster is the geographical area with the lowest labour dependence, showing an anti-regional value chain, compared to Germany and Poland. While, for both Germany and Poland, the South (Italy included which drives the result) represents the area with the second-highest labour dependence. Finally, we highlight the divergence of Germany’s BNLD with respect to eastern and southern Europe. The two figures are almost overlapping in 2000 but diverge throughout the period, with the former overcoming the latter as the geographical area upon which Germany becomes mostly dependent. The latter dynamics prove therefore the reconfiguration of the geography of production,
and labour requirements therein, occurred in the last fourteen years.

5 Concluding remarks

This paper contributes to the literature investigating European production networks and Italian participation in GVCs. We put forward the hypothesis of Italy downgrading along GVCs, and we characterise the attributes and patterns of a core, and two peripheries, an ascending and a descending one, as traits of the European production network. Differently from the extant GVCs literature, we focus on labour requirements. With this scope, we reconstruct the European division of labour, capturing employment fragmentation by means of a series of indicators. We focus on employment rather than value added, as we consider the former informative about the patterns of knowledge flows, and ensuing productive capabilities, acquired or lost by European countries along GVCs trades. We distinguish labour dependence in terms of Pavitt classes and geographical clusters, in order to highlight the quality of the underlying positioning in terms of production processes involved and the geography of the division of labour.

Our results read as follows: first, we corroborate our hypothesis about Italy as trapped into a downgrading path along GVCs. The country over fourteen years records an increasing labour dependence in the most strategic productive sectors as Science Based and Specialised Suppliers industries, and a lack of a clear forward penetration with stable and strategic partners. In addition, over time, the country has increased its dependence mostly on the core and the eastern periphery,
without developing closer relationships with the southern cluster, to which it belongs to. Second, the participation of countries in GVCs is distinctively asymmetric, with some of them assuming a dominant position, like Germany, some presenting an upgrading path, Poland, and some others presenting a downgrading path, like Italy. Third, in terms of geographical clustering, we do confirm the strong ascending role of the Visegrad area, particularly in the pre-crisis period, and the descending role of the southern one, particularly in the post-crisis period. The northern cluster appears to be mostly outside the European manufacturing network, while other big countries such as France and Spain are dramatically absent from exercising clear positioning in the network. The core has maintained its position.

Such evidence, besides depicting the different configurations (core-periphery) and paths (upgrading-downgrading) that countries may assume inside GVCs, sheds new light on the relevance of employment inputs loss/acquisition for strategic positioning, and on the eventual impacts they might exert upon overall country performance. Future lines of research entail the estimation of such impacts via an econometric setting as in Cresti and Virgillito (2023), however leveraging on most updated I-O releases from OECD, increasing country and time coverage, a limitation per se in the current setting, due to the restrictive number of observations. In addition, the analytical and measurement framework put forward might reveal useful in assessing the eventual emergence of so-called regional value chains fuelled by the post-COVID restructuring and geopolitical tensions toward shorter chains. Finally, such type of analysis might be combined with more fine-grained import-export UN COMTRADE trade data, in order to better qualify the nature of the productions involved, and
finally be complemented by upstreamness versus downstreamness indicators. In terms of income
distribution in the European division of labour, the analysis of impacts upon the labour share is a
further line of investigation, also distinguishing workers by occupational categories (Riccio et al.,
2022; Riccio and Virgillito, 2023).

Concerning policy implications, our results suggest the need for European industrial policies able
to promote internal cooperation in strategic productions, from microprocessors to decarbonization
processes. Indeed, the recent US CHIPS Act and the Inflation Reduction Act are clear investment
strategies put forward by the US to regain an international positioning in strategic productions,
inducing many German firms already to offshore on the other side of the Atlantic. Given the
detrimental effects of off-shoring and delocalization for losing downgrading countries, it should be a
primary concern for policymakers to design industrial policies able to preserve and upgrade Euro-
pean strategic productions, rather than considering such dynamics as natural tendencies. Industrial
policies, in green processes and strategic productions, would not only act in favour of employment
protection and upgrading but, more broadly, of the macroeconomic performance of countries and
Europe as a whole.
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# Appendices

## A  Sectors and countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pavitt Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C10-C12</td>
<td>Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco products</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13-C15</td>
<td>Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel and leather products</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C17</td>
<td>Manufacture of paper and paper products</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C18</td>
<td>Printing and reproduction of recorded media</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td>Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products</td>
<td>SB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21</td>
<td>Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations</td>
<td>SB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22</td>
<td>Manufacture of rubber and plastic products</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23</td>
<td>Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24</td>
<td>Manufacture of basic metals</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C25</td>
<td>Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C26</td>
<td>Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products</td>
<td>SB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C27</td>
<td>Manufacture of electrical equipment</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C28</td>
<td>Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C29</td>
<td>Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers</td>
<td>SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C30</td>
<td>Manufacture of other transport equipment</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C31-C32</td>
<td>Manufacture of furniture; other manufacturing</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C33</td>
<td>Repair and installation of machinery and equipment</td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: List of 18 manufacturing sectors in 2-digit NACE Rev. 2 classification. Pavitt classes are: Science Based (SB), Specialised Suppliers (SS), Scale Intensive (SI) and Suppliers Dominated (SD)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Geographical Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>BEL</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>BGR</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>DNK</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>EST</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>FRA</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>DEU</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>GRC</td>
<td>southern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>HUN</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>IRL</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>ITA</td>
<td>southern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>LVA</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>LTU</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>NLD</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>southern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>ROU</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>eastern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>southern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>SWE</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>CHE</td>
<td>central Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>GBR</td>
<td>northern Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: List of European countries considered and their geographical area.